Dim Sum
Cantonese small bite-sized food
ABOUT US
Our Dim Sum factory is a food producer proud of our long standing reputation in the European market. With our two brands, we have more than 30 years experience. We are now offering more than 150 kinds of different products in the market. We provide traditional taste, by selecting the best local materials, aiming for the best quality. Our food is of the highest standard with HACCP certification and EG 195. Our team all has experience and expertise in food with varied Master degrees. We are highly regarded and we aim to stay that way and provide even more in the future.

CERTIFICATION
We are HACCP and EG195 certified. Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP) is an internationally recognized system for reducing the risk of safety hazards in food.

A HACCP System requires that potential hazards are identified and controlled at specific points in the process. This includes biological, chemical or physical hazards. Any company involved in the manufacturing, processing or handling of food products can use HACCP to minimize or eliminate food safety hazards in their product.

DIM SUM
Dim Sum is a style of Cantonese food prepared as small bite-sized or individual portions of food traditionally served in small steamer baskets or on small plates. Dim sum is also well known for the unique way it is served in some restaurants, whereby fully cooked and ready-to-serve dim sum dishes are carted around the restaurant for customers to choose their orders while seated at their tables. Eating dim sum at a restaurant is usually known in Cantonese as going to "drink tea" (yum cha), as tea is typically served with dim sum.

BAKERY
All our Bakery products are based on Hong Kong-style bread and cookies products, with additional Japanese, Taiwanese and traditional Chinese-style products. They are sold all over Europe and mainly in The Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, France, Germany and the United Kingdom. After many years of development we have become widely acknowledged in Europe as the most popular Chinese bakery manufacturer.
**DIM SUM**

**HA KOUW - small prawn**
A delicate steamed dumpling with whole or chopped-up shrimp filling and thin wheat starch skin.

- **Art no.** : 74001
- **Nett weight per pcs** : 25 gr.
- **Content** : 10 pcs x 30 pack
- **Nett weight per pack** : 250 gr.
- **Pcs per carton** : 300
- **Nett weight per carton** : 7500 gr.
- **Shelf life** : 18 months

**SIEUW MAI - small pork, beef or chicken**
Small steamed dumplings with pork or beef or chicken, and prawns inside a thin wheat flour wrapper. Usually topped off with crab roe and mushroom.

- **Art no.** : 71002 pork
- **Art no.** : 72004 beef
- **Art no.** : 73092 chicken
- **Nett weight per pcs** : 20 gr.
- **Content** : 12 pcs x 30 pack
- **Nett weight per pack** : 240 gr.
- **Pcs per carton** : 360
- **Nett weight per carton** : 7200 gr.
- **Shelf life** : 18 months

**WAN TAN - small pork**
Wan Tan are a different kind of dumpling than the traditional Jiaozi with a thinner skin. It is filled with pork meat and can be served with noodles.

- **Art no.** : 71003
- **Nett weight per pcs** : 13 gr.
- **Content** : 12 pcs x 30 pack
- **Nett weight per pack** : 156 gr.
- **Pcs per carton** : 360
- **Nett weight per carton** : 4680 gr.
- **Shelf life** : 18 months
**WAN TAN - small**  
**prawn**
Wan Tan are a different kind of dumpling than the traditional Jiaozi with a thinner skin. It is filled with prawn meat and can be served with noodles.

- **Art no.** 74006
- **Nett weight per pcs** 15 gr.
- **Content** 10 pcs x 30 pack
- **Nett weight per pack** 150 gr.
- **Pcs per carton** 300
- **Nett weight per carton** 4500 gr.
- **Shelf life** 18 months

**WAN TAN - middle**  
**pork Shanghai**
Wan Tan are a different kind of dumpling than the traditional Jiaozi with a thinner skin. It is filled with pork meat and can be served with noodles.

- **Art no.** 71059
- **Nett weight per pcs** 13 gr.
- **Content** 24 pcs x 30 pack
- **Nett weight per pack** 312 gr.
- **Pcs per carton** 480
- **Nett weight per carton** 6240 gr.
- **Shelf life** 18 months

**TJA FAN KOH - middle**  
**fried pork**
Fan Koh is traditional Cantonese pork dumpling; its shape is similar to Ha Kouw but much bigger. Inside fillings are mostly pork, bamboo shoot, Chinese mushrooms. Tja Fan Koh has a thicker skin so it is better to fry.

- **Art no.** 71008
- **Nett weight per pcs** 25 gr.
- **Content** 12 pcs x 30 pack
- **Nett weight per pack** 300 gr.
- **Pcs per carton** 240
- **Nett weight per carton** 6000 gr.
- **Shelf life** 18 months
CHENG FAN KOH - *middle*
*steamed pork*
Fan Koh is traditional Cantonese pork dumpling; its shape is similar to Ha Kouw but much bigger. Inside fillings are mostly pork, bamboo shoot, Chinese mushrooms. Cheng Fan Koh has a thinner skin so it is better to steam.

**Art no.** : 71009  
**Nett weight per pcs** : 25 gr.  
**Content** : 12 pcs x 30 pack  
**Nett weight per pack** : 300 gr.  
**Pcs per carton** : 240  
**Nett weight per carton** : 6000 gr.  
**Shelf life** : 18 months

XIAOLONG BAO - *middle*
*pork*
These dumplings are filled with pork meat and are famous for their flavor and rich broth inside. These dumplings are originally Shanghainese.

**Art no.** : 71010  
**Nett weight per pcs** : 30 gr.  
**Content** : 12 pcs x 30 pack  
**Nett weight per pack** : 360 gr.  
**Pcs per carton** : 240  
**Nett weight per carton** : 7200 gr.  
**Shelf life** : 18 months

JAPANESE DUMPLINGS - *large*
*pork or chicken*
Gyoza are dumplings filled with ground meat and vegetables and wrapped in a thin dough. Also known as pot stickers, gyoza originated in China, but have become a very popular dish in Japan.

**Art no.** : 71123 pork  
**Art no.** : 73124 chicken  
**Nett weight per pcs** : 18 gr.  
**Content** : 25 pcs x 20 pack  
**Nett weight per pack** : 450 gr.  
**Pcs per carton** : 500  
**Nett weight per carton** : 9000 gr.  
**Shelf life** : 18 months
CHA SIEUW BAO - *middle*

Pork

Cha Siew Bao is a Cantonese barbecue-pork-filled bun. The buns are filled with barbecue-flavored cha sieuw pork.

- Art no. : 71030
- Nett weight per pcs : 45 gr.
- Content : 6 pcs x 20 pack
- Nett weight per pack : 270 gr.
- Pcs per carton : 120
- Nett weight per carton : 5400 gr.
- Shelf life : 18 months

BAO - *middle*

Pork or Chicken

Pork Bao and Chicken Bao are a traditional Chinese style bun filled with pork or chicken and vegetables.

- Art no. : 71031 pork
- Art no. : 73032 chicken
- Nett weight per pcs : 45 gr.
- Content : 6 pcs x 20 pack
- Nett weight per pack : 270 gr.
- Pcs per carton : 120
- Nett weight per carton : 5400 gr.
- Shelf life : 18 months

LOTUS SEED PASTE BAO - *middle*

Lotus seed

A lotus seed Paste bun is a Chinese sweet bun. They're prepared by steaming yeast-leavened dough that contains lotus seed paste.

- Art no. : 75033
- Nett weight per pcs : 45 gr.
- Content : 6 pcs x 20 pack
- Nett weight per pack : 270 gr.
- Pcs per carton : 120
- Nett weight per carton : 5400 gr.
- Shelf life : 18 months
**TAU SHA BAO - middle**

*red bean*

Tau Sah Bao is one of the Chinese sweet buns, it refers to those made of whitish skin steamed buns with red bean paste filling.

- **Art no.** : 75034
- **Nett weight per pcs** : 45 gr.
- **Content** : 6 pcs x 20 pack
- **Nett weight per pack** : 270 gr.
- **Pcs per carton** : 120
- **Nett weight per carton** : 5400 gr.
- **Shelf life** : 18 months

**NAI HUANG BAO - middle**

*pudding*

Nai Huang Bao is a bun filled with custard, one of the most popular Cantonese Dim Sum.

- **Art no.** : 75035
- **Nett weight per pcs** : 45 gr.
- **Content** : 6 pcs x 20 pack
- **Nett weight per pack** : 270 gr.
- **Pcs per carton** : 120
- **Nett weight per carton** : 5400 gr.
- **Shelf life** : 18 months

**DIM SUM MIX - middle**

*pork, prawn and beef*

Want to try all but can’t decide which one? This Dim Sum mix offers some of our top products. Included are pork Sieuw Mai, Ha Kouw, Xiaolong Bao and beef Sieuw Mai.

- **Art no.** : 70037
- **Nett weight per pcs** : 22.5 gr.
- **Content** : 16 pcs x 20 pack
- **Nett weight per pack** : 360 gr.
- **Pcs per carton** : 320
- **Nett weight per carton** : 7200 gr.
- **Shelf life** : 18 months
SIEN TJOEK NGAU YUK - *middle*
*beef*
Sien Tjoek Ngau Yuk or Steamed meatball is made of beef with a tofu skin layer at the bottom. It is usually eaten with the Ketjap sauce.

Art no. : 72025  
Nett weight per pcs : 50 gr.  
Content : 8 pcs x 20 pack  
Nett weight per pack : 400 gr.  
Pcs per carton : 160  
Nett weight per carton : 8000 gr.  
Shelf life : 18 months

LO MAI KAI - *middle*
*chicken*
Lo Mai Kai is a classic dim sum dish served during yum cha. The dish is also called by the literal English translations such as "steamed sticky rice with chicken in lotus leaf wrap".

Art no. : 70027  
Nett weight per pcs : 160 gr.  
Content : 2 pcs x 20 pack  
Nett weight per pack : 320 gr.  
Pcs per carton : 40  
Nett weight per carton : 6400 gr.  
Shelf life : 18 months

SPRING ROLL - *middle*
*pork, vegetable or chicken*
A roll consisting of various types of vegetables such as sliced carrot, cabbage, mushroom and wood ear fungus and either pork or chicken meat are rolled inside a thin flour skin and deep fried.

Art no. : 71021 pork  
Art no. : 75022 vegetable  
Art no. : 73023 chicken  
Nett weight per pcs : 40 gr.  
Content : 10 pcs x 20 pack  
Nett weight per pack : 400 gr.  
Pcs per carton : 200  
Nett weight per carton : 8000 gr.  
Shelf life : 18 months
HA KOUW - large
prawn
A delicate steamed dumpling with whole or chopped-up shrimp filling and thin wheat starch skin.
Art no. : 74011
Nett weight per pcs : 25 gr.
Content : 40 pcs x 10 pack
Nett weight per pack : 1000 gr.
Pcs per carton : 400
Nett weight per carton : 10000 gr.
Shelf life : 18 months

SIEUW MAI - large
pork, beef or chicken
Small steamed dumplings with pork or beef or chicken or prawns inside a thin wheat flour wrapper. Usually topped off with crab roe and mushroom.
Art no. : 71012 pork
Art no. : 72014 beef
Art no. : 73091 chicken
Nett weight per pcs : 20 gr.
Content : 48 pcs x 10 pack
Nett weight per pack : 960 gr.
Pcs per carton : 480
Nett weight per carton : 9600 gr.
Shelf life : 18 months

WAN TAN - large
pork
Wan Tan are a different kind of dumpling than the traditional Jiaozi with a thinner skin. It is filled with pork meat and can be served with noodles.
Art no. : 71013
Nett weight per pcs : 13 gr.
Content : 48 pcs x 10 pack
Nett weight per pack : 624 gr.
Pcs per carton : 480
Nett weight per carton : 6240 gr.
Shelf life : 18 months
**WAN TAN - large**

*prawn*

Wan Tan are a different kind of dumpling than the traditional Jiaozi with a thinner skin. It is filled with prawn meat and can be served with noodles.

- **Art no.** : 74016
- **Nett weight per pcs** : 15 gr.
- **Content** : 40 pcs x 10 pack
- **Nett weight per pack** : 600 gr.
- **Pcs per carton** : 400
- **Nett weight per carton** : 6000 gr.
- **Shelf life** : 18 months

**TJA FAN KOH - large**

*fried pork*

Fan Koh is traditional Cantonese pork dumpling; its shape is similar to Ha Kouw but much bigger. Inside fillings are mostly pork, bamboo shoot, Chinese mushrooms. Tja Fan Koh has a thicker skin so it is better to fry.

- **Art no.** : 71018
- **Nett weight per pcs** : 25 gr.
- **Content** : 28 pcs x 10 pack
- **Nett weight per pack** : 700 gr.
- **Pcs per carton** : 280
- **Nett weight per carton** : 7000 gr.
- **Shelf life** : 18 months

**CHENG FAN KOH - large**

*steamed pork*

Fan Koh is traditional Cantonese pork dumpling; its shape is similar to Ha Kouw but much bigger. Inside fillings are mostly pork, bamboo shoot, Chinese mushrooms. Cheng Fan Koh has a thinner skin so it is better to steam.

- **Art no.** : 71019
- **Nett weight per pcs** : 25 gr.
- **Content** : 28 pcs x 10 pack
- **Nett weight per pack** : 700 gr.
- **Pcs per carton** : 280
- **Nett weight per carton** : 7000 gr.
- **Shelf life** : 18 months
XIAOLONG BAO - large
pork
These dumplings are filled with meat or seafood and are famous for their flavor and rich broth inside. These dumplings are originally Shanghainese.
Art no. : 71020
Nett weight per pcs : 30 gr.
Content : 26 pcs x10 pack
Nett weight per pack : 780 gr.
Pcs per carton : 260
Nett weight per carton : 7800 gr.
Shelf life : 18 months

WO TIEP - large
pork
Wo Tiep are Pork dumplings with a slightly thicker skin in comparison to the Japanese Styled dumplings. They can be served fried, cooked or steamed. Any variation is delicious.
Art no. : 71015
Nett weight per pcs : 30 gr.
Content : 30 pcs x 10 pack
Nett weight per pack : 900 gr.
Pcs per carton : 300
Nett weight per carton : 9000 gr.
Shelf life : 18 months

MAN TAUH - loose bag
steamed bun
Man Tauh, often referred to as Chinese steamed bun/bread, is a type of steamed bread or bun originating in China. They are typically eaten as a staple in northern parts of China where wheat, rather than rice, is grown.
Art no. : 75029
Nett weight per pcs : 45 gr.
Content : 6 pcs x 16 pack
Nett weight per pack : 270 gr.
Pcs per carton : 96
Nett weight per carton : 4320 gr.
Shelf life : 18 months
FRIED SIEUW MAI - loose bag
pork and chicken
Small dumplings with pork inside a thin wheat flour wrapper. Usually topped off with crab roe and mushroom. Cha Sieuw Mai is mainly used to fry since it is precooked.

Art no. : 71026 pork
Nett weight per pcs : 20 gr.
Content : 40 pcs x 10 pack
Nett weight per pack : 800 gr.
Pcs per carton : 400
Nett weight per carton : 8000 gr.
Shelf life : 18 months

PORK & CABBAGE GYOZA - loose bag
pork
A folded piece of dough, filled with a mixture of small chopped vegetables and pork. Across China, people eat Gyoza at New Year's Eve because they are a symbol of financial prosperity.

Art no. : 71196
Nett weight per pcs : 18 gr.
Content : 50 pcs x 10 pack
Nett weight per pack : 900 gr.
Pcs per carton : 500
Nett weight per carton : 9000 gr.
Shelf life : 18 months

PORK & CABBAGE GYOZA - loose bag
pork
A folded piece of dough, filled with a mixture of small chopped vegetables and pork. Across China, people eat Gyoza at New Year's Eve because they are a symbol of financial prosperity.

Art no. : 71210
Nett weight per pcs : 18 gr.
Content : 25 pcs x 20 pack
Nett weight per pack : 450 gr.
Pcs per carton : 500
Nett weight per carton : 9000 gr.
Shelf life : 18 months
CHICKEN & CABBAGE GYOZA - loose bag chicken
A folded piece of dough, filled with a mixture of small chopped vegetables and chicken. Across China, people eat Gyoza at New Year’s Eve because they are a symbol of financial prosperity.

Art no. : 73159
Nett weight per pcs : 18 gr.
Content : 50 pcs x 10 pack
Nett weight per pack : 900 gr.
Pcs per carton : 500
Nett weight per carton : 9000 gr.
Shelf life : 18 months

CHICKEN & CABBAGE GYOZA - loose bag chicken
A folded piece of dough, filled with a mixture of small chopped vegetables and chicken. Across China, people eat Gyoza at New Year’s Eve because they are a symbol of financial prosperity.

Art no. : 73209
Nett weight per pcs : 18 gr.
Content : 25 pcs x 20 pack
Nett weight per pack : 450 gr.
Pcs per carton : 500
Nett weight per carton : 9000 gr.
Shelf life : 18 months
BAKERY

SWISS ROLL
A Swiss roll, jelly roll, or cream roll is a type of sponge cake roll filled with whipped cream, jam, and icing. After defrosting you can eat it directly.
Art no. : 60708
Nett weight per pcs : 450 gr.
Content : 1
Nett weight per pack : 450 gr.
Pcs per carton : 16
Nett weight per carton : 7200 gr.
Shelf life : 18 months

WIFE CAKE
A sweetheart cake or wife cake is a traditional Cantonese pastry with a thin crust of flaky pastry, and made with a filling of winter melon, almond paste, sesame, and spiced with five spice powder. After defrosting you can eat it directly.
Art no. : 60101
Nett weight per pcs : 115 gr.
Content : 1
Nett weight per pack : 115 gr.
Pcs per carton : 30
Nett weight per carton : 3450 gr.
Shelf life : 18 months

ROASTED PORK BREAD
A traditional Cantonese bread filling with roasted pork meat. After defrosting you can eat it directly.
Art no. : 61103
Nett weight per pcs : 115 gr.
Content : 1
Nett weight per pack : 115 gr.
Pcs per carton : 50
Nett weight per carton : 5750 gr.
Shelf life : 18 months
CUP CAKE

Cup cake is a cake originated in Hong Kong, is a sponge cake wrapped in baking paper. After defrosting you can eat it directly.

Art no. : 60711
Nett weight per pcs : 115 gr.
Content : 1
Nett weight per pack : 115 gr.
Pcs per carton : 50
Nett weight per carton : 5750 gr.
Shelf life : 18 months
PACKAGING

We handle 4 different kinds of packaging for Dim Sum. We have small, middle and large black trays with transparent film containing a beautiful colored sleeve with a picture of the product, and loose bags. On the back of the sleeve you can find the “how to prepare” instructions in English. The ingredients, the “keeping advice” and the “after thawing not re-freeze” is also in the Spanish language on the sleeve. We can put a Spanish sticker with “how to prepare and to use” including “best before date” for free. But it based on your order quantity:

If you order for more than 20 cartons per product, we will produce the product especially for you, then we will put the sticker free for you on the package. But if you only order for few cartons per product, then we will only use our stock (which is frozen), for these frozen products we will put the stickers inside the box, and you need to put them on each package yourself. Due to it is too time consuming for us to take the product out of the freezer, open the box, and put on the stickers.
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Ha Kouw
Guiso de camarones

No hay necesidad de descongelar
No need to defrost

1. Preparar en el vapor por agua hirviendo debajo de él.
Prepare the steamer by boiling water underneath it.

2. Sin embalaje y ponerlo en la rejilla de vapor y la tapa la tapa.
Without packaging and put it on top of steaming rack, cover the lid.

3. Listo para servir después de 10-12 minutos.
Ready to serve after 10-12 mins.

Ver la fecha de caducidad del paquete y la fecha de fabricación.
Dim Sum
Cantonese small bite-sized food